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Abstract--In this paper heat transfer of air-water-vapour mixtures in plastic crossflow heat exchangers is
studied theoretically and experimentally. First, a model for heat transfer without condensation is derived,
resulting in a set of classicaldifferential equations. Subsequently, heat transfer with wall condensation and
fog formation are considered in some detail. Separate attention is paid to the heat transfer and condensation
of pure steam in the heat exchanger. Finally, the experiments performed are reported and the results
compared with the models presented. From this comparison it can be learnt that the models are well able
to predict the rate of heat transfer and phenomena such as condensation and fog formation.

INTRODUCTION

The present research was dictated by the need to
develop a numerical model of plastic gas-liquid compact heat exchangers, as depicted in Fig. 1. These
crossflow heat exchangers have been developed at
Akzo Nobel's research institute and are made entirely
from polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) or polypropylene (PP). The heat exchangers consist of plates
containing small channels and hence possess only primary, or direct, heat transfer surfaces. The use of
plastic as the material permits the heat exchangers to
be used for heat recovery from sometimes corrosive
process gases. Condensable components in the gas,
such as water-vapour, sulphur oxides and nitrogen
oxides, may form condensate films along the corrosion-resistant walls. The maximum operational temperatures of the PP and PVDF heat exchangers-when properly cooled--are limited to 100 and 200°C,
respectively.
As the costs of the heat exchangers are directly
related to the heat exchanging surface area, there is a
need to determine the required heat transfer surface
as accurately as possible. The rating of a heat
exchanger is adapted to the specific process requirements of the customer. As such, dimensioning is preferably performed on the customer's premises, and
the calculation should be executable on a portable
t Present address : University of Twente, Department of
Civil Engineering and Management, P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE
Enschede, The Netherlands.

personal computer (PC). Yet, the modelling should
be based on reliable expressions for heat and mass
transfer, taking into account the special features of
plastic heat exchangers.
The gas and liquid flows entering the heat exchanger
spread approximately equally over the various channels of the heat exchanger. This allows the analysis to
be limited to the consideration of one plate. Figure t
reveals that the transfer between the fluids is a threedimensional process; the physical properties vary in
the direction of both fluid flows and also across the
channels. However, employing the mean mixed values
(i.e. the values that would result after mixing of the
flow across a channel) of temperatures and watervapour mass fraction, the modelling problem becomes
two-dimensional. For the simplest case, heat transfer
without condensation on the gas side, this approach
results in a set of differential equations whose solution
is well documented in the literature. This case is presented first.
Subsequently, the equations of partial and pure
water-vapour condensation are formulated, taking
superheating and large vapour mass fractions into
account. In the case of partial vapour condensation
the temperature of the condensate-gas interface is not
known explicitly, and is furthermore non-uniform.
For pure vapour condensation this temperature is
known, being equal to the saturation temperature of
the vapour, but here the vapour mass flux to the condensate is unknown. In both cases, however, the
unknown quantity follows from a local energy balance
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NOMENCLATURE

B
c
Cp
D
D~I

net plate width [m]
vapour mass fraction
specific heat [J k g i K ~]
diffusion coefficient [m 2 s i]
hydraulic diameter ; four times the
cross-sectional area/the perimeter Ira]
d,
geometrical property of heat
exchanger, see Fig. 2 [m]
F
saturation function
9
acceleration due to gravity [m s 2]
.qm
mass transfer coefficient [kg m ~ s ~]
h
heat transfer coefficient [W m 2 K ~]
H~,, latent heat of condensation [J kg ~]
k
thermal conductivity [W m ~K ~]
L
net plate length [m]
Le
Lewis number, k/pcpD
Le, modified Lewis number, k/pcp.v~
rh
mass flux to wall [kg m 2 s ~]
mf
bulk fog, equation (27) [kg m : s ']
NTU number of transfer units, defined by
equations (9) or (10)
Nu
Nusselt number, hDh/k
P
pressure [bar]
RH relative humidity
Reg gas Reynolds number, 2w~.~,,Ltl
Re~ liquid Reynolds number, w~/Bq~
Sh
Sherwood number, .qmDh/pD
t
temperature [ C ]
w
mass flow rate [kg s i]
W
dimensionless mass flow rate, sec
equation (37)
x
coordinate in direction of gas flow [m]
X
dimensionless coordinate, X = x/B

liquid

Z

coordinate in direction of liquid flow
[m]
dimensionless coordinate, Z = x/L.

Greek symbols
dimensionless temperature, defined by
equations (36)
q
dynamic viscosity [Pa s]
®
correction factor
p
density [kg m 3]
4),
dimensionless wall mass flux,//;/Cp,v/']Ig.
Subscripts
c
diffusional
con
condensate
dew dew point
f
fog
g
gas mixture
i
channel plate/gas or condensate/gas
interface
in
entry
1
liquid in channel plate
out
exit
pl
channel plate
sat
saturation
t
thermal
tot
total
v
vapour
w
channel plate wall.
Superscripts
inv
inverse
mean mixed or "bulk'.

/

t.~..x,d n

Fig. 1. The plastic heat exchanger. (l) View in the direction of gas flow. (2) View in the direction of liquid
flow.
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of heat fluxes to and from the condensate surface. A
second complication when condensation occurs is that
the heat and mass transfer on the gas side is enhanced
by the transport ofvapour (corresponding, effectively,
to 'suction' through a porous boundary). In this paper
the classical film model is adopted to account for this
effect, since it provides local correction factors for
the transfer rates and simple first order differential
equations for the decrement in temperature, mass flow
rate and pressure in a closed channel. In the past this
one-dimensional model, which neglects convective
and diffusive transport in the direction of flow, has
proved satisfactory in many practical applications.
Reviews of this model are found in refs. [1-4].
Exploratory computations of heat transfer from
mixtures of non-condensables and water-vapour
reveal that the mixed mean water-vapour fraction and
temperature of the gas mixture may correspond to
supersaturation, so that fog is likely to be formed
in the gas flow. Fog formation alters heat and mass
transfer rates from gas to wall and hence the performance of the heat exchanger. Moreover, the occurrence and rate of fog formation are of utmost importance. In processes aimed solely at heat recovery it is
an undesirable phenomenon since the droplets formed
represent a yield loss and are difficult to remove. For
gas washing applications, however, both the droplets
and condensate films are very well suited to absorb
toxic and/or corrosive gas components (implying that
the heat exchanger should be used in combination
with a fog removal device). Accordingly, both of the
fog film models of Brouwers [5, 6] are employed to
account for the effects of both suction and fog formation.
Some performance characteristics of the heat
exchanger are illustrated by application of the models
to various mixtures of air and water-vapour. The
theoretical predictions are compared with experiments, carried out with a PVDF heat exchanger
placed in a wind tunnel, to verify the models presented
in this paper.

net effective width of the plate B relates to the total
width Bto, minus the thickness of a partition wall times
the number of coolant channels, see Figs. 1(2) and 2.
The net length L is formed by the total length of the
plate minus the total length taken up by the intermediate reinforcements of the plates, see Fig. 1(1). In
Fig. 1 one can see that their relative distance is of
magnitude Btot. The different gas and liquid temperatures cause sensible heat transfer, and an energy
balance for an element d X d Z yields :

3,(X, Z = 0) = tl.i,.

(4)

HEAT TRANSFER WITHOUT CONDENSATION

W~Cp.gd?g _ 2/~g(ti- ?8)
BL t3X

(5)

In this section the heat transfer between gas and
liquid is discussed without any condensation at the
gas side. Condensation will not take place when the
gas is heated in the heat exchanger, or when the gas is
cooled and the coldest spot in the heat exchanger is
hotter than the dew point of the mixture or saturation
temperature of pure vapour. The exact condition for
condensation in terms of the inlet conditions will be
specified at the end of this section.
The gas flows between the channel plates in the X
direction and the liquid through the plates in the Z
direction (see Fig. 2). Both flows are laminar under
standard operating conditions, their Reynolds number ranging from 200 to 2000. The coordinates X and
Z are rendered dimensionless by means of the net
width B and length L of the plate, respectively. The

hg(3g --/i) = hpl(ti- ?l).

(1)

Here 3g(X, Z) and 3I(X,Z) represent the mixed mean
temperatures of gas and liquid, respectively. All
(physical) properties of the gas are assigned the subscript 'g' to distinguish them from the liquid properties, which are assigned the subscript T. By making
use of the mixed mean temperatures the three-dimensional process in the heat exchanger is simplified to a
two-dimensional model.
The heat transfer coefficient ]~g from gas to wall,
which turns out to be about 55 W m 2 K-~, can be
found in ref. [3] : the mean heat transfer coefficient/~p,
of the plate consists of two parts :
1
--

/~pJ

1
-

/~w

1
+ 7-.

(2)

hi

The mean heat transfer coefficient/Ttwof the plate proves
to be about 950 W m -2 K - ~and the mean heat transfer
coefficient/~ from wall to liquid has a value of at least
1500 W m -2 K - l [3].
The heat exchange yields an alteration of the bulk
gas and liquid temperatures. For the liquid the differential energy balance relation reads :
wlcp'l 6~31- 2/~pl(ti- 31)
BL OZ

(3)

subject to the boundary condition :

For the gas :

with the associated boundary condition :
?g(X = 0, Z) = tg,m.

(6)

The factor of two in equations (3) and (5) takes into
account the heat transfer at both sides of the plate.
The mass flow rate through a single gas channel is
given by the total gas mass flow rate divided by the
number of plates. The liquid mass flow rate per plate
is equal to the total liquid mass flow rate divided by
the number of channel plates, times the number of
times the liquid passes the heat exchanger. In Fig. 1
the example of a heat exchanger with two liquid passes
is depicted. Equation (1) is now rewritten, yielding ti
as a combination of 3gand 3~.The result is substituted
in equations (3) and (5), yielding :
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Btot
d2

d3

d6

t.
1

X

gas

Bto t = 75.8
B = 67.2
d 1 = 1.6
d2 = 1.6

d5

liquid

t.

1

d 3 = 0.2
d 4 = 0.2
d 5 = 2.0
d 6 = 2.0

Fig. 2. Heat transfer between channel plates (sizes in millimetres).

~

= NTU,(Tg -- i~)

(7)

Ct~ = N T U g ( T I - 7g).
?X

(8)

^_

In these equations the number of transfer units are
introduced as :
2,~totLB
NTUj = -

(9)

WICp,I

NTU~ -

2htotLB

(10)
t, ...... = ? , ( Z =

WgCp,g

The mean total heat transfer coefficient/~to~ from gas
to liquid is defined by :

1

1

1

1

temperature of pure steam or the dew point temperature of a mixture.
The solution of the coupled equations (7) and (8),
with boundary conditions (4) and (6), depends only
on both numbers of transfer units. These crossflow
equations have been solved by many investigators,
starting with Nusselt [7]. In the letter of Baclic and
Heggs [8] a broad review is presented of all treatments
and equivalent solutions of these classical equations.
Here the solution of Mason [9] is used from which the
mixed mean exit temperature of the liquid, defined as :

1

I

[see equation (2)]. In order to find out whether condensation takes place on the plates at the gas side, the
minimum plate surface temperature t,(1,0) is determined. Equation (8), combined with equations (4)
and (6), is solved at Z = 0. The result is substituted
into equation (1) and equation (11) applied, yielding
as the minimum surface temperature :
ti(X = 1,Z = O) = tl.i,,+(tg,in-lLin)~ge

~.

(12)
Water will not condense if the temperature of this
coldest spot on the plate is higher than the saturation

I)=

f,

7,(X,Z=

l)dX

(13)

is obtained. As mass is not extracted, the gas mass
flow rate at the end of the gap is evidently equal to
the entry gas mass flow rate. Accordingly, the mean
exit gas temperature then readily follows from an
overall energy balance. In a heat exchanger in which
the liquid passes more than one time, e.g. see Fig. 1,
the heat transfer of each pass has to be calculated in
the manner described here. The exit temperature of a
pass serves as entry temperature of the following pass,
until the liquid leaves the last pass and heat exchanger.
The mixed mean exit gas temperature follows from
the arithmetic mean of the determined exit gas temperatures of each pass.
PARTIAL WATER-VAPOUR CONDENSATION
(AND FOG FORMATION)

In this section the partial condensation of watervapour (or steam) in the presence of non-con-
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]~g(X, z), ~(x, z), ~l(X, z) [
(X, Z+dZ) with eq. (7)
(X+dX, Z) with eq. (8)
~(x
~(X+dX,
z) := ~(x, z)

I ti with eq. (15) 1

_-

,iwi,h

1

Oeot:=Oc,
Ot,f[eq8115,'6/]
I
N

Y

-

N
tl(X, Z+dZ) with eq. (3)
~g(X+dX, Z) with eq. (23)
c(X+dX, Z) with eq. (20)

~f with en. (27)
~I(X, Z+dZ) with eq. (3)
~g(X+dX, Z) with en. (26)
~(X+dX, Z) with eq. (25)
Fig. 3. Flow chart of calculational procedure for partial water-vapour condensation.

densables is modelled, accounting for the possible formation of fog. The equations governing heat and mass
transfer due to temperature and concentration differences between gas and condensate surface are derived
and solved numerically. The followed procedure is
illustrated by means of the flow chart in Fig. 3.
Using equation (12) it is verified whether condensation takes place. When water-vapour condenses
on the coldest spot on the plates, it is likely to condense
at some other locations as well. This is examined by
calculating the local interface temperature ti(X, Z) by
means of equation (1), thus assuming a priori that
there is no condensation. If no condensation takes
place than the governing equations (7) and (8) hold
locally. On the other hand, condensation takes place
if:
ti > /dew = Finv(~)

(14)

where ~(X, Z) denotes the local bulk vapour mass

fraction of the mixture, tdewthe dew point temperature
of the mixture and F "v the inverse of saturation line

F(t).
In the case of condensation a local energy balance
for an element d X d Z yields :
mnlat q-Ot/~g(t'g--/i) = ]Zp,(/i-- TI).

(15)

The interface temperature t~(X, Z) in this equation
specifies c~(X, Z) since c~ = F(t~). The first term on the
left-hand side of equation (15) represents the mass
flux towards the condensate film where condensation
takes place and the latent heat is liberated, while the
second term represents the transported sensible heat,
corrected for suction with the conventional Ackermann term.
The mass transport is caused by diffusion from mixture phase to condensate film. According to the classical film model this transport is described as [4] :
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rn = O~ff.,

0-- Ci
l

--

.

The determination of the mass transfer coefficient
from mixture to condensate can be found in ref. [3].
The condensate drains along the plate surface under
the action of gravity. On the right-hand side of equation (15) the heat transfer resistance of the condensate
film is neglected. In ref. [3] it is derived that the contribution of a condensate film can be disregarded for
pure vapour condensation because it is so thin. For
partial condensation the mass flux towards the film
is even smaller than for pure steam condensation,
resulting in an even thinner film. This implies that the
heat resistance of the film can safely be neglected in
equation (15).
In equations (15) and (16) the classical film model
correction factors O~ and O~ appear. That is to say, it is
assumed apriori that fog is not formed in the mixture.
Using the value of t, obtained, and the associated
value of c~, the slope condition of refs. [5, 6] is used to
examine whether the mixture is supersaturated near
the wall :
i

d ~ ,,

Sh O~ o - c~

(17)

If this equation predicts supersaturation, the value of
t~ obtained is not correct and has to be redetermined
from equations (15) and (16) in which the fog film
model correction factors ®~.r and ®¢j, derived in refs.
[5, 6], now have to be substituted. These correction
factors are based on the saturation condition, which
is the most ideal condition for fog formation. In reality
supersaturation in the gas will always take place to
some extent. Accordingly, actual heat and mass transfer have values in between those predicted by the
conventional film model and the saturation fog film
model.
With the value of t~ finally obtained the differential
energy balances for the gas and liquid coolant sides
and the mass balance for the gas side are derived. The
heating of the liquid is described by equation (3) with
associated boundary condition (4). In order to formulate the decrement in total mass flow rate, vapour
mass fraction and mixture temperature the gas flow
between the plates is considered in the following.
For a superheated mixture a differential mass balance between parallel plates yields :

~Wg
c2X

_

2LBm.

(18)

The conservation of the non-condensables in the mixture leads to :
% (X, Z ) _

wg,~,

gig

(16)

2ffmLB

(--c~ ( I - - g ) :

(20)

Ci

1 - ci,,

1 - e(X, Z )

(19)

Equations (16), (18) and (19) are now combined into :

with as boundary condition on e :

~'(X = O,Z) = cir.

(21)

The variation of the gas temperature follows from the
energy balance :
2LB,~g® t (to - t, ) + 2LBm(7~ - t, )%.,.

... %Cp.~ .~X

(22)

With equations (2), (16), (20), (18) and (19) this equation is rewritten as :

Sh
Le, N ~ g

Wg,inCp.g

(qX

~ -- ci
1 -- CiJ

1-o
--(f~-

X l - - (!in

t~)

(23)

with equation (6) as the boundary condition.
As soon as the mixture becomes saturated, so that
e(X, Z ) = Fffg(X, Z)), and the the bulk properties are
tending to supersaturation, fog is created in the bulk.
The behaviour of the bulk properties is examined with
equations (20) and (23) (refs. [5, 6]) :

do

Sh

dT~

LeN~g
C - - Ci

o<.
~ ( 1 -o)
__

×

Sh

O¢

<

dr_.

(24)

&--Ci~

Le, N~g

The differential mass and energy balances in case bulk
fog is created are given by :

?o
('~X--

2 9 m L B/

O-c,

~,,5 ( 1 - O ) -~

Wg.m tOcl__c,+Om)-'/ 1 - - %

(25)

and
¢77~ _

?X

__2ftgLB(®~
Wg'inCp'gk

Sh
__

Lev Nug

O - Cl
0 c

1 -- ci
(26)

respectively. Applying equation (19), the effect of formed
fog on the mass flow rate of the mixture is disregarded,
because this amount is expected to be very small. For
the same reason the influence of the droplets on the
physical properties of the mixture is neglected. In the
energy equation the bulk fog created appears as a heat
source, and in the mass balance equation as a sink of
matter. The bulk fog weakens the temperature drop
and increases the fall of the vapour mass fraction. The
amount of bulk fog is such that the mixture's bulk
properties e and ?g follow the saturation line [5, 6] :
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place. If the calculated temperature is higher than the
saturation temperature :

/

(29)

t i /> tsat

O dF[

~

6-ci

1

1

×

d~tt ~,+ (1 - e ) Le--z Cp.vv
Le H~a,
(27)
In the case of fog formation in the film, the fog
film model correction factors Oc,f and Ot, f a r e used in
equations (15), (16), (20) and (22)-(27) instead of Oc
and Ot, respectively. The path of the bulk properties
is then examined with :
1 --~ d F

de
-dlg- = - -

1
Le

1 -- ci ~ - ,~
dF
1 t'g--t i dFdt --1 < dt f,
Lev 1 -- c~

(28)

instead of equation (24). Strictly speaking, equation
(28) is a combination of equations (20) and (23),
where O~ and O t have been replaced by Oc, f and Ot,f,
respectively. In this paper both correction factors
based on the asymptotic solution, as obtained in ref.
[5], as well as the compounded correction factors of
ref. [6] are employed, in order to investigate the
differences in required calculational time and produced numerical results. The numerical solution procedure is described in detail in ref. [3]. In ref. [3] the
computation of the mixing cup temperature, vapour
mass fraction and fog content of the outflowing gas
after the heat exchanger is given. These mean exit
values are in general not identical to the ultimate exit
values after mixing, owing to the crossflow principle
and the possibility of multiple liquid passages. The
mixture can therefore be in thermodynamic non-equilibrium. To attain a stable state, fog can be dissolved
or extra created ; these possible transformations of the
bulk properties of the gas are also given in ref. [3].

the assumption of no condensation is correct. The
differential energy balances (7) and (8) are then applicable. However, when equation (29) is not satisfied,
condensation takes place and a local energy balance
for an element d X d Z yields equation (15), with t~
replaced by tsat :
#/Cp,v ]
rk/Hlat+

e - m c~~

1 /~g(t'g-- tsar) =

hpl(/sat --

tl).

(30)
The first term on the left-hand side of this equation
represents the latent heat liberated into the condensate
film. The sensible heat flux is taken into account by
the second term, which also contains the Ackermann
correction factor for suction. A similar approach to
superheated pure (benzene) vapour condensation was
presented by Mizushina el al. [101.
The temperature rise of the liquid coolant in the
channel plate is described by :
~?~ _ 2hp~LB (t~at- 71)
~Z

(31)

WlCp,I

with equation (4) as the boundary condition. As the
pressure drop, compared with the absolute pressure,
is very small in the gas channel, tsat is approximately
constant in the channel. When it is further assumed a
priori that condensation takes place on the entire
plate, equation (31) can be integrated and boundary
condition (4) applied, yielding the liquid temperature
in the plate :
ll(Y, Z ) = /kin "[- ( / s a t - tl,in)( 1 --e-(2hptLB/w'%'OZ)

•

(32)
The maximum surface temperature ti(X = 0, Z = l) is
calculated by substitution of equations (32) and (6)
into equation (1), producing :
htot

PURE STEAM CONDENSATION

When (superheated) steam enters the duct heat
transfer is highest since no diffusion resistance is built
up next to the condensate film. For a superheated
vapour besides the latent heat transfer, sensible heat
transfer also contributes. This sensible heat transfer
results in a decrease of mass transfer towards the plate
and hence in the formation of condensate. Taking
these effects into account, in this section the governing
equations of the process are derived and solved. The
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.
To examine whether condensation takes place, the
local interface temperature is determined using equation (1), thus assuming condensation will not take

t~(X = 0, g = 1) = tt,in+ ~-pl (/g,in-- tl,in)
+ htot (/sat-- tlin)(1 --e-Z~o'LS:~"".,9.

hg

(33)

If this temperature is smaller than t~a,,the assumption
of entire plate condensation is correct. If this assumption is not correct, the coolant temperature is determined by numerical integration of equation (31) until
the end of the condensation region of the plate is
reached. F o r saturated steam, thus, tg.i n = tsat, the surface temperature never exceeds the saturation temperature and hence equation (32) is true. In this case
all heat taken up by the coolant stems from condensation. Hence, tLo,, follows from equations (13) and
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~g(X, z), Wg(X, z), ~l(x, z)

[ with0q t t) I
I tl(X, Z+dZ) with eq. (7)
~_ t-g(X+dX, Z) with eq. (8)
Wg(X+dX, Z ) : = Wg(X, Z)

[m with eq. (30) 1

tl(X, Z+dZ) with eq. (31)
~g(X+dX, Z) with eq. (35)
wg(X+dX, Z) with eq. (18)
Fig. 4, Flow chart of calculational procedure for pure steam condensation.

(32), tg,oot =/~a~ and the exit steam mass flow rate from
an overall mass balance.
In contrast to partial vapour condensation, the
interlace temperature is explicitly known in equation
(30), namely ti = t~,~, and need not to be determined
iteratively. Instead of t~ the local mass flux rh(X, Z)
now has to be determined iteratively if the steam is
superheated, Subsequently, with this mass flux the
differential mass and energy balances at the gas (or
steam) side are derived. At the gas side the decrease
of the mass flow rate is described by equation (18),
with the boundary condition on w~ :

w~(X = 0, Z) = w~,i,,.

(34)

pressure of 1.029 bar. The entry mass fraction of
water-vapour, cm, ranges from zero up to and including 0.142. These entry conditions are such that all
aspects of the model treated here will occur, namely
no condensation, condensation without fog formation
and condensation and fog formation. Moreover, suction is small for small cm, is larger for larger c~n, and
is greatest for cm equal to 0.142 (corresponding to a
saturated mixture). The evaluation of the physical
properties of both fluids is found in ref. [3].
In Fig. 5 the dimensionless exit temperatures of
both fluids, defined as
t tLin
- - -

The variation of gas bulk temperature is given by
equation (22) with t~ replaced by t~,,. This equation is
rewritten as :

Oi~

2f~gLB

(3)( - -

VCgCp.~

(®, - q~,)(~- t~,)

(35)

with pertaining boundary condition (6). The numerical solution procedure of the governing equations is
described in ref. [3].
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Calculations on a PVDF heat exchanger with an
effective length (Ltot) of 0.40 m and width of 0.384 m
(corresponding to 96 parallel channel plates) have
been carried out. The liquid (water) flow passes the
channel plates twice, as depicted in Fig. 1. It flows
through 48 plates from inlet to opposite headers, is
collected there and mixed, and then flows through the
48 other plates to the exit of the heat exchanger. The
initial water temperature is set equal to 19.5C for the
calculations. The entering gas, a mixture of air and
water-vapour, has a temperature of 62~C and absolute

-

(36)

tg,m - - tl,in

are depicted as a function ofcm for NTUg = 0.612 and
NTU~ = 0.041, and NTUg = 0.710 and NTU~ = 0.038,
and in Fig. 6 for NTUg = 1.001 and NTU~ = 0.039,
and NTUg = 1.270 and NTU~ = 0.036. In both plots
the dimensionless exit gas mass flow rate and fog mass
flow are also depicted, both flows rendered dimensionless by means of the entry gas mass flow rate :
W=

W

- .

Wg,m

(37)

For sake of clarity the dimensionless fog is multiplied
by a factor of 10. The predictions of the compound fog
film model (for all computations this model proved to
produce identical results as the asymptotic fog film
model) and the solutions of the classical film model
(thus without fog), which are used as reference, are
depicted in both figures.
One can see clearly in Figs. 5 and 6 that for small
c,, no condensation takes place in the heat exchanger
and consequently the exit mass flow rates equal the
entry mass flow rates ( Wg,out ~--- 1). For Cin ~ 0.017 con-
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model.

densation and liberation of latent heat commences in
both figures, resulting in an exit temperature rise of
both fluids and a decrease of the exit gas mass flow
rate. For c~n/> 0.084 and Cin I> 0.080 in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively, fog formation near the wall appears to
take place, indicated by a higher temperature drop
at the gas side. As long as the bulk is superheated,
formation of fog near the wall causes an enhanced
sensible heat transfer; see ref. [6] for a graphical
explanation.
For cin >/0.1 t 1 and C~n~> 0.097 in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively, fog is formed and latent heat is liberated
in the bulk of the gas and the temperature fall is
reduced. As the entry vapour mass fraction is close to
the maximum (saturated) value, the bulk properties
reach the saturation line sooner and the amount of
bulk fog rises. Consequently, the exit gas temperature
even exceeds the value provided by the conventional
film model.
Figures 5 and 6 show that about one-third of the
initial vapour present in the mixture condenses in the
heat exchanger; the amount of (wall and droplet)
condensed water is represented by the deviation of the
dimensionless exit mass flow rate from unity. One can
furthermore observe that the exit gas mass flow rate
and related vapour mass fraction are predicted equally
well by conventional and fog film models.

The numerical results indicate that the mass flow
rate of wall condensed water is reduced by fog formation, since part of the condensed water, about 5%,
has become fog. Both figures reveal that only a small
part of the initial vapour flow leaves the heat
exchanger as fog. Accordingly, the assumption that
the droplets do not affect the physical properties of
the gas appears to be correct a posteriori. Fog is,
however, undesirable since it represents a yield loss
and the formed droplets are difficult to remove.
Additional computations with/1,in = 0°C furthermore
revealed that in this common condition even 10% of
the condensed water becomes fog, which is a substantial amount.
Further examination of Figs. 5 and 6 indicates that
the exit coolant temperature is not reduced by fog
formation. This would be expected; in refs. [5, 6] it
was seen that the total (latent and sensible) heat flux
towards a wall is not changed by fog formation. Both
figures also illustrate that the fog and conventional
film model deviate only in the prediction of exit gas
temperature. For that matter, this deviation is very
modest, typically I°C. That is to say, the formation
of fog and its effect on the process of heat and mass
transfer will be hard to verify quantitatively, particularly if one realizes that a supersaturated mixture
actually exhibits behaviour between the predictions of
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the conventional (i.e. perfect non-equilibrium) and
fog film model, since the latter is based on the saturation condition (i.e. perfect equilibrium between vapour
and droplet phase).
In Fig. 7 results of similar calculations are depicted
for entry liquid and gas temperatures of 20 and 82"C,
respectively, P,ot = 101 325 Pa, NTU~ = 0.656 and
NTU, = 0.042, and NTUg = 0.741 and NTU] = 0.038,
c,, ranging from zero up to and 0.388, which is the
maximum and saturated vapour fraction. The figure
shows the same trends as Figs. 5 and 6. The main
difference is that the amount of transferred heat is
larger, owing to the larger vapour fractions in the gas.
Condensation starts for cm = 0.019, which is a higher
value than the values we have seen for t g , i n = 62'~C in
Figs. 5 and 6. This is due to the higher temperature of
the gas and interface.
Fog is not formed in a layer next to the wall, which
is attributed to the relation between temperature and
vapour fraction in the film and the saturation line of
water-vapour and air mixtures [5]. For higher vapour
mass fractions and Lev < 1 the bulk properties are
also less (or not) directed into the supersaturated
region and hence bulk fog is not likely to be formed.
Accordingly, the solutions of the conventional and
fog film model coincide.
The entry gas temperature pertaining to Fig. 8 is

100 C, tl.in = 2 0 C , P t o , = 101 325 Pa, NTUg = 0.621
and
NTU,= 0.042, and NTUg= 0.742 and
NTU, = 0.038. The largest cm of this figure is unity,
which corresponds physically to pure saturated steam
entering (and leaving) the heat exchanger. Figure 8
indicates that condensation sets in for cm = 0.023 and
that for all cases no fog is formed. All mixtures are
again sufficiently superheated, implying that the predictions of the fog film model and conventional film
model coincide.
In order to indicate some characteristic features of
the processes in the heat exchanger, the dimensionless
interface temperature is determined for one group of
the conditions of Fig. 8 (NTUg=0.742 and
NTU, = 0.038, marked by II). To this end, for a plate
of the first pass, ~,(X = 0 , Z = 0), ~,(1,0) and ~'i(0,1)
are determined, ~,(0,1) represents the maximum and
(,(1,0) the minimum temperature of gas-plate or gascondensate film interface, respectively. It can be verified that ~(0,1) depends only on NTU~, (~(1,0) on
NTUg and ~i(0,0) on neither of them.
For heat transfer without condensation these temperatures are known ; ~,(0,0) is obtained by rewriting
equation (1) and inserting equations (4), (6), (11) and
(36) :

t~toT

~,(o, o) - ,~p,.

(38)
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(i(l,0) follows readily from equations (12) and (36),
and (i(0,1) is determined by solving equation (7) with
application of equations (4) and (6), and substitution
of the result in equation (36), yielding :
L

~i(0, 1) = 1-- ~ t e

NTUI.

(39)

For ci, = 1, the pure steam condensation process,
these three temperatures are also known, and ~i(X, Z)
is uniform and equal to unity, since ts,t = / g , i n = 100°CIn Fig. 9 ffi(0,0), ~i(0,1) and ~i(1,0) are drawn vs the
initial vapour mass fraction. One can see the smooth
transition from heat transfer without condensation,
represented by horizontal lines, through partial condensation to pure steam condensation heat transfer.
The onset of condensation is indicated by a sudden
rise of ~, at first in (X, Z) = (1,0) and subsequently in
(0,0) and (0,1). In order to assess the uniformness of
~ over the condensate surface, the ratios ~(1,0)/~(0,0)
and ~i(0,0)/~i(0,1) are also depicted in Fig. 9. These
lines indicate that the interface temperature is not
uniform in both the direction of X and Z ; the interface
temperature ratios differ significantly from unity,
except for ci, close to unity. Despite the frequent
assumption in conventional condenser analysis of uniform condensate interface temperature, here this temperature depends substantially on the coordinates X

and Z. Or, in other words, the processes and pertaining models are essentially two-dimensional.
The accuracy of the numerical procedures has been
assessed by varying the number of discretization
points and considering their effect on exit values.
These computations revealed that for 15 × 15 points
the numerical error is less than 1%. For the examined
heat exchanger with two passes this grid corresponds
to a computational time of 60 s on an IBM AT PC
for partial condensation and fog formation, 30 s for
partial condensation and 15 s for pure vapour condensation. These values serve the objective of the present investigation very well. All computations disclosed that the predictions of the approximate fog film
model of ref. [5] are practically identical to those of
the compound fog film model of ref. [6], but that the
computational time of the former is twice as long.
EXPERIMENTS

The theoretical predictions of the previous section
are now compared with some experiments performed
with a heat exchanger placed in a low speed wind
tunnel (Fig. 10). The main features of the test rig can
be found in ref. [3].
The experimental results depicted in Fig. 5, and the
uncertainties in both NTUs, as derived in ref. [3],
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indicate that their NTUE ranges from 0.038 to 0.041
and NTUg from 0.612 to 0.710. These values imply
that the experimental dimensionless exit values should
be located between the two theoretical situations
depicted in Fig. 5. Both cases represent the most
extreme conditions : the smallest liquid flow and largest
gas flow (marked by I) ; and the largest liquid flow in
combination with the smallest gas flow (I1). For the
same reason the experimental results, selected for Figs.
6-8, have to lie between the depicted theoretical solutions as well. In ref. [3] all experimental results are
documented, and supplied with an overall energy balance to assess the accuracy of the measurements. The
vertical and horizontal bars in Figs. 5 8 are the ranges
of uncertainty in the primary measurements of temperature, relative humidity, condensate weight and
time.
The liquid exit temperatures suggest that the theoretical predictions overestimate the true heat and mass
transfer for large condensation rates. This overprediction of heat and mass transfer is attributed to
the actual heat resistance of the condensed water. In
this analysis this resistance has been neglected and will
be the subject of further study. During the condensation experiments it was observed that, contrary
to the assumptions of the model, the water condensed
dropwise on the P V D F channel plates, sometimes

even forming bridges between adjacent parallel walls.
Figures 5-8 also show the trend that the theoretical
mass transfer rates overestimate the true mass fluxes,
while the true sensible heat transfer appears to be
better than theoretically expected.
In the previous section it was explained that it is
difficult to detect quantitatively the effect of fog formation on exit properties and that it can be detected
qualitatively only. To this end, a 300 W light was used
to illuminate the gas flow in the glass chambers before
and after the heat exchanger, and detect the threshold
entry vapour mass fraction that results in fog formation. Fog is first observed in the gas that leaves the
plates of the first liquid pass (more specifically: where
the cold liquid enters the plates) and subsequently, on
increasing cm, downstream of the plates of the second
pass. The gas flows are separated by a plate of 0.2 m
to avoid direct contact and mixing of both flows. To
promote fog formation and avoid supersaturation as
much as possible, extra nuclei are added to the gas
flow. These nuclei are generated by glowing saw dust
at the entrance of the wind tunnel. A typical glowing
rate is 0.3 kg saw dust per hour, while the total gas
mass flow rate at the entrance of the tunnel (corresponding to 96 Wg.i,) varies from 0.2 to 0.5 kg s-~.
In Tables 1 and 2 the experimentally determined
bounding c~, (for each pass) of no fog/fog for the
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underlying conditions of Figs. 5 and 6, respectively,
are listed. It is found that the extra nuclei are needed
to create visible fog in the vicinity of the critical ci..
For q, values that significantly exceed this threshold
value nuclei are not needed.
In both tables the theoretical predictions for the
onset of film and bulk fog are also included. These

tables show that fog formation starts for a lower qn if
NTUg is relatively large (which is to say a small gas
flow) and NTUI is small (large liquid flow). The results
indicate that the experimental threshold c~, corresponds to the theoretical boundaries for developing
bulk fog. It is also possible of course that film fog is
observed and that the difference in c~, (about 0.02)
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Table 1. Theoretical and experimental threshold entry vapour mass
fractions, %, for film and/or bulk fog formation
First pass

Second pass

Theoretical

Film

Bulk

Film

Bulk

NTU~ = 0.612, NTU~ = 0.041
N T U g = 0.710, NTU~ = 0.(/38

0.084
0.081

0.111
0.105

0.104
0.100

0.127
0.123

Experimental
Fog observation

0.106

0.121

Table 2. Theoretical and experimental threshold entry vapour mass
fractions, c~,,.for film and/or bulk fog formation
First pass
Film

Bulk

Film

Bulk

0.078
0.076

0.097
0.088

0.094
0.087

0.115
0,104

Theoretical

NTU~ = 1.001, NTU~ = 0.039
NTU~ - 1.270, NTUT = 0.036
Experimental
Fog observation

0.097

can be attributed to supersaturation. However, in the
temperature and saturation mass fraction regions considered (20 ~< t ~< 62~'C,0.014 ~< F(t) ~< 0.142)a vapour
supersaturation of 0.02 corresponds to a temperature
supercooling of about 6 . 5 C . Such a supercooling level
is not likely since Brouwers [11] found visible tog
formation to occur if supercooling exceeds 1 - 2 C .
Accordingly, the experimental and theoretical results
are considered as an indication for the correctness of
the application of the fog film model to channel flow.
The main physical feature of the suggested procedures is the distinction made between film and bulk
fog. Created film fog is neglected as long as the bulk
properties are superheated, legitimized by the thinness
of the film in which mass and heat are transferred.
This approach is allowed for turbulent and developing
laminar channel flow. In either of these situations one
can actually speak of a bulk and a thin film next to
the wall where heat and mass are transferred. The gas
entering and flowing between the channel plates never
attains a parabolic velocity profile as Reg > 500 (the
minimum and maximum NTUg and NTU~ of Tables I
and 2 correspond to gas flow Reynolds numbers ranging from 520 to 1210 and liquid flow Reynolds numbers ranging from 250 to 300, respectively). Following
Ward-Smith [12], fully developed flow is attained for:

Blol

- - > 0.04 Reg.
Dh.g

Second pass

(40)

SO for Reg > 500 the developing length takes at least
20 Dh,g , while the length of the gas channel B~o,
approximates 19 Dh,g , s e e Fig. 2. Moreover, the droplets on the plates prevent a smooth development of
laminar flow and promote transverse mixing in the
gas. All these features of the flow between the plates
might be the reason why the agreement with the experimental observations is so good.

0. I I I

The suggested fog film model approach to channel
flow is less suited for fully developed laminar channel
flow of gas mixtures (which is rarely found in engineering applications). Hayashi et al. [13] observed a
superheated core in the presence of a fogging layer
next to the wall. These regions were observed in mixtures of wall condensing water-vapour and air flowing
between parallel plates.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two-dimensional crossflow models are presented
that describe heat and mass transfer in gas-liquid
plastic compact heat exchangers. These models
involve heat transfer without condensation, pure
steam condensation, and condensation and fog formation in the presence of non-condensables. Both the
conventional film model and the fog film models of
refs. [5, 6] are employed to predict heat and mass
transfer.
Numerous heat transfer computations of various
air water-vapour mixtures revealed that the compound fog film model of ref. [6] produces identical
results to those of the asymptotic fog film model of
ref. [5], but that the required computational time of
the latter is twice as long. The entire investigation
further revealed that the governing equations of all
physical situations can be solved within a very short
calculational time. Hence the presented models and
solution procedures are well executable on a (portable) PC.
In the case of condensation the results indicate that
a considerable part of the initial vapour flow remains
as condensate in the heat exchanger ; this is due to the
compact geometry of channel plates and heat
exchanger. The amount of bulk fog formed is found
to be very modest for the selected conditions and can
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be verified qualitatively only. Moreover, the heating
up of the primary liquid is not affected by fog formation. A typical result is that, except for small air fractions, the interface temperature of the condensate film
is not uniform and depends on the location in the heat
exchanger.
The theoretical predictions are compared with
experimental data obtained with a P V D F heat
exchanger. The entry liquid temperature /l,in is about
20°C and tg,i, varies from 60 to 100°C ; the entry vapour
mass fraction cin ranges from zero up to 0.40. For
tg,i, ~ 80°C and t g , i n ~--- I00°C, fog formation is not predicted and not observed. F o r tg.m~ 60°C fog formation is predicted and observed. The observations
suggest the correctness of the proposed application of
the fog film model to channel flow.
The condensation model issues from the approximation that the effect of the water condensate film on
heat transfer can be disregarded so that the process of
heat and mass transfer is driven by the difference
between the liquid temperature in the plate and the
gas-condensate interface temperature. Hence, it is not
affected by condensate production and flow along the
plate. The concurrent and countercurrent condensation experiments illustrate that this simplification results in a slight overestimation of the heat
exchanger's performance, in particular when ci, a n d - dropwise--condensation rate rise (it should be noted
that this dropwise condensation is in contrast to the
filmwise condensation that was assumed). However,
for a heat exchanger operating in crosscurrent condensation and concurrent gas flow the effect of the
condensate is expected to be low. The analysis of
the condensation of water on P V D F plates forms the
subject of a future study [14].
If an order of magnitude analysis for vapour other
than water also yields the conclusion that the effect of
the condensate is small, the model presented can be
applied directly to the condensation of that particular
vapour. Moreover, although attention was focused on
plastic heat exchangers, the analysis can very well
form the basis for modelling the heat transfer in other
types of crossflow heat exchangers. One needs only to
assess the condensate formation and its heat resistance, and apply the Nusselt number correlations pertaining to the geometry of the heat exchanger and the
prevailing flow conditions.
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